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james stewart wikipedia
Mar 26 2024

web james maitlandstewart may 20 1908 july 2 1997 was an american actor and military officer known for his
distinctive drawl and everyman screen persona stewart s film career spanned 80 films from 1935 to 1991 with the
strong morality which he portrayed both on and off the screen he epitomized the american ideal in the mid

james stewart imdb
Feb 25 2024

web james stewart actor vertigo james maitland stewart was born on may 20 1908 in indiana pennsylvania to
elizabeth ruth johnson and alexander maitland stewart who owned a hardware store he was of scottish ulster scots
and some english descent stewart was educated at a local prep school mercersburg academy where he was a

james stewart filmography wikipedia
Jan 24 2024

web james stewart filmography james stewart was a prolific american actor who appeared in a variety of film roles
in hollywood primarily of the golden age of hollywood from the beginning of his film career in 1934 through his final
theatrical project in 1991 stewart appeared in more than 92 films television programs and short subjects

james stewart biography imdb
Dec 23 2023

web james stewart actor vertigo james maitland stewart was born on may 20 1908 in indiana pennsylvania to
elizabeth ruth johnson and alexander maitland stewart who owned a hardware store he was of scottish ulster scots
and some english descent stewart was educated at a local prep school mercersburg academy where he was a

james stewart biography movies plays facts britannica
Nov 22 2023

web apr 10 2024   james stewart born may 20 1908 indiana pennsylvania u s died july 2 1997 beverly hills california
was a major american motion picture star who was known for his portrayals of diffident but morally resolute
characters stewart graduated from princeton university in 1932 with a degree in architecture

james stewart s 10 greatest performances the independent
Oct 21 2023

web feb 26 2021   7 elwood p dowd in harvey 1950 stewart reprised his stage role as amiable boozer elwood p
dowd whose best friend much to the mortification of his family is a 6ft 3in invisible rabbit

james stewart imdb
Sep 20 2023

web james stewart actor packed to the rafters james stewart was born on 21 october 1975 in brisbane queensland
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australia he is an actor known for packed to the rafters 2008 the condemned 2007 and tomorrow when the war
began 2016

james stewart simple english wikipedia the free encyclopedia
Aug 19 2023

web james maitland stewart may 20 1908 july 2 1997 was an american actor and military officer in his career he
starred in many movies considered classics and was nominated for five oscars winning one in competition and one
life achievement

james stewart a tribute interviews roger ebert
Jul 18 2023

web jul 3 1997   bye bye mister american pie james stewart who became a great star by playing the american
everyman and then refined his craft with a series of darker and more troubling roles died wednesday of cardiac
arrest at home in beverly hills he was 89 and had been in failing health especially since the death in 1994 of his
wife gloria

james stewart the movie database tmdb
Jun 17 2023

web james maitland jimmy stewart was an american film and stage actor known for his distinctive voice and his
everyman persona over the course of his career he starred in many films widely considered classics and was
nominated for five academy awards winning one in competition and receiving one lifetime achievement award he
was a
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